Shelf Subsea selected the Saab Seaeye Panther XT Plus as the preferred Light Work Class ROV for the conduct of all of our Inspection Work and general light construction roles. The ROV’s ease of mobilization, operation and power to weight ratio makes it the ideal multitask ROV for the offshore and constructions industries.

Fitted with a Tether Management System and Snubber Rotator, the Panthers10 thrusters make it one of the most powerful ROV’s of its type in the world and able to operate in currents up to 3 knots.

- 1000m Rated System
- TMS garage
- Self-erecting LARS
- 3 Spare 200m flying tethers
- 1100m main armored umbilical
- AS60 Zone Rated ROV Control Van
- DNV2.7.1 Offshore lift rated
- 7 and 5 Function Shilling Manipulators
- Tritech Super SeaKing Sonar
- Kongsberg 10:1 zoom colour camera
- 6Kw HP Water Jetting System
- 4.5Kw Hydraulic System for Tools (plus spare system)
- 4in Rotary Disc Cutter and Rotary Brush Cleaner
- 38mm Anvil Cutter
- Cygnus UT meter
- CP Proximity and Contact Probes
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